A general transcription factor IID (TFIID) binds to the TATA box promoter element and regulates the expression of most eukaryotic genes transcribed by RNA polymerase II (Pol II). A highly sensitive, specific and quantitative assay for human TFIID (hTFIID) mRNA was developed based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The distinctive points of our procedure of hTFIID transcript from 32P-incorporation of the co-amplified PCR at different cycles. By this procedure, distribution of the hTFIID gene expression was for the first time demonstrated in normal human tissues and the amount of hTFIID mRNA was measured.
Because it has been difficult to purify, the mam-malian TFIID has been poorly characterized. Recently, TFIID genes have been cloned from HeLa cells,3-5) of Drosophila,3,5) Arabidopsis6) and yeast7-9) by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). However, the distribution of human TFIID (hTFIID) in normal human tissue has yet to be examined. In this study, a quantitative PCR procedure was developed to assay hTFIID mRNA and we examined the expression of the hTFIID gene in normal human tissues. The procedure and the expression in human tissues are discussed in the following. To check the efficiency of the procedure and calculate relative amounts of transcripts, hTFIprimer mixture in the same tube.
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5.
Agarose gel electrophoresis and southern blot
The PCR products electrophoresed in a 2% aga- (Fig. 1c) . The count of each product was exponential for 14 to 26 cycles and then decreased slowly at 30 cycles. Some amplified bands due to artifacts were found beyond 30 cycles.
was almost the same while that of the hTFIID transcript varied greatly between Lu 134 BS and placenta. The parallel increase of the hTFIID transcripts in these tissues was found at 14 to 26 cycles. In PCR, amplification (Y) is determined from Y=A(1+R)n, where A is the initial amount of material, R the efficiency and n, the number of cycles. Y can be estimated from 32P-incorporation into the amplified bands and R deduced from the slope of the semi-log plot, log Y=log A+n log(1 +R Chance amplification of contaminating DNA is thus ruled out in the procedure though the gene structure of hTFIID has yet to be clarified.
In this PCR co-amplification, the amount of the has been shown to be <1.0% the total mRNA in adult tissues.14) The estimated efficiencies, for were found in normal human tissues.
DISCUSSION
Very low level of hTFIID transcript has been demonstrated in HeLa cell using conventional RNA hybridization analysis.4) In normal human tissues, we examined the hTFIID gene expression by Northern blot using cDNA probe obtained from PCR products (data not shown). Detection of the levels of expression, however, was close to the lower limit of sensitivity of conventional hybridization. To improve the ability to detect low levels of hTFIID mRNA, we have devised a highly sensitive, specific and quantitative assay for measurement of the hTFIID gene expression.
An efficient quantitative assay for hTFIID mRNA based on PCR was developed in this study. Some PCR methods for the determination of mRNA have been reported as being highly specific and to give reliable results. Finally, the quantitative PCR procedure presented here can determine the amounts of low abundance specific mRNAs in very limited amounts of 
